SECRET
SECURITY INFORMATION

FROM: DIRECTOR, NSA 14 MAY 53

TO: SUSLO, LONDON

DTG: 1416362 MAY 53

WL 621 PD PASS FOLLOWING TO DIRECTOR GCHQ PD FOUR JUNE AGREEMB 365 OOPEN DATE
OF CONFERENCE PD US CONFERENCE WILL BE R F PACKARD CMA STATE CMA COL E F BLACK CMA
DEFENSE CMA V P KEAY CMA FBI CMA COL M L SHECONIEN CMA USA CMA CAPT G GRANIE CMA
USN CMA LT COL J M ANDERSON CMA USAF CMA F B ROWLETT CMA CIA CMA PD NSA REPRESENTATIVE
AND HEAD OF US DELEGATION WILL BE MR FREDIANS PD US POSITION PAPER IN PROCESS PREP-
APATION AND WILL BE FORWARDED EARLIEST.

M/H: This is in response to msg from Director GCHQ to SHLO designating UK conferences.
UK stated 4 June earliest possible date opening of Conference, and added UK intends send advance informal position papers. UK stated hoped US would do same.

K. B. MONTFORD
LT., USN

JESSE O. GREGORY, COLONEL, USAF
CHIEF, P/P
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